
LEAGUE GENERAL RULES
 • Safety is the number One Concern
 • No Metal Cleats
 • Players to be 21 and Over
 •  To avoid a Forfeit, a team must have 7 players** (or players NOT from another Sat morning team) & can 

borrow up to 3 other team’s rostered players without penalty. Opposing manager may allow a 4th or offer 
to catch for them.

 •  Manager shall be the only person to DISCUSS , not ARGUE a disputed call with the umpire. Managers shall 
be responsible for insuring their players don’t get involved/argue with umpires or other players. (Please 
calm all parties down before discussions about disputed play).

 •  Only 5 runs may be scored by team, per inning, thru the 1st 6 innings. From the 7th inning and any extra 
innings, scoring is unlimited.

 •  Umpires shall only grant time-out during a play, once runners have stopped advancing & once a defensive 
player has the ball is in the infield, thus halting any advancing runners, or outs attempted.

 •  Mangers will vote on any rule changes, and ALL managers to be included in the discussion, so they may 
contribute to the conversation. A majority must prevail.

 • Any disputed rules not covered in this list, shall be covered by ASA rules, or park rules.
 •  Mangers shall be responsible for the monies paid to the park and balls purchased, on time. The park will 

not allow unpaid teams to play at all.

HITTING RULES
 •  No extra foul balls after 2 strikes. Batter is out with a foul ball after 2 strikes.
 •  If a batted ball hits trees which are growing in the field of play, on a fly, it’s an automatic home run. If a batted 

ball hits a tree growing in the foul territory of field 1, it’s a dead ball on contact with any part of the tree, and 
called foul. If part of the trees from foul territory are growing over, into the field of play, a batted ball that hits 
these are to be called a “dead ball” and the batter awarded a ground rule double.

 •  The out-of-play areas are from the end of the fence to the 1st pole, then from that pole on, following an 
imaginary line from the foul line. Any batted foul ball cannot be caught for an out, just a foul ball. Any ball 
thrown by a defensive player into this area will result in a 2 base grant to the runners from the outfielder 
throw, and 1 base from an infielder throw. This is measured from when the ball was released, and where 
the runners were at that time.

 •  Any ball caught in foul territory and “carried” by the defender into an out-of-play area, the “Catch and Carry” 
rule applies, granting base-runners one base from the previously held base.

 • The Original Grey Miken is the only bat not allowed in the league.

RUNNING RULES
 •  No runner shall touch or BE NEAR (crossing the angled line marked nearest to home plate) when trying to 

score. If so, they are OUT! (Even on a home run or bases loaded walk!) No contact with defensive player 
is to be made at home plate. That run will also not count upon doing so.

 •  There’s a commit line between 3rd and home. Once the line is touched/over-run by the runner, the force 
play is on, and home plate is treated like a force at 1st base, even if the runner retreats to 3rd base, he’s 
out once the catcher touches home plate with the ball. Also, the catcher may NOT tag a runner who has 
crossed the commit line, and may only get an out if they step on Home Plate itself, prior to the runner 



stepping down onto or over the designated scoring line, to the right of home plate.
 •  A batter running to 1st must tag the outside orange bag of the double base at 1st to avoid possible contact 

with the defensive player, when there’s a play at 1st. Runner maybe called out if failing to do this.
 •  Runners must slide or “get out of the way” when the defense is trying to turn a double/triple play. If the 

umpire deems the runner did not try to do either, the automatic double/triple play may be called. A throw 
from the defender has to be made, in an attempt to make the out.

 •  Runners may lead off after the pitcher releases a pitched ball. If they leave sooner, the pitch is called dead 
and the runner is out.

 •  If a catcher or defensive player throws an pitched, but unbatted ball to another defensive player, who’s on 
the base behind a runner who is leading off, and base is touched before the runner returns, the runner is 
out. If the same thrown ball gets passed the fielding defensive player, all runners on-base may advance 
and the ball is considered live.

 •  When runners are on base, any pitched ball that falls short of the plate, the pitch should be called dead by 
the umpire, and considered a ball. That ball cannot be used to throw runners out.

 •  Courtesy runners can be once for a player who reaches base. No limit to runners used, but only one per 
each player. If a designated runner is put and then their spot in the batting order comes up while they are 
still on base, they are called OUT.

 •  Only once per inning can the same player be used as a courtesy runner. This rule can be waived if the 
opposing manager agrees.

PITCHING RULES
 •  The slow-pitch arc height shall be between 6-16 feet. If not, the umpire may call the pitch illegal, if they 

believe the pitch is over or under those height requirements, it counts as a ball. However, a batter may still 
choose to hit an illegal pitch, and then the results are the same as if the pitch were legal... i.e. a hit, Out, 
Foul, or even a strike on a swing that misses.

 •  The Pitcher may pitch from anywhere from the Pitching stripe, back to, but no more than 12’ of the rubber. 
BUT, one foot must remain in the width of the pitching stripe. No behind the back, or between the legs 
pitches are allowed, and will be called Balls if attempted.

PLAY-OFF RULES
 •  Home Team is the Higher Seated Team, except in the Championship Game, when home team is called by 

the winner of the coin flip is used.
 • No Borrowed player can be used in the Play-Offs. (Unless both mangers agree)
 •  Teams can ONLY use a team roster player. A Team Roster player is someone who has played a minimum 

3 regular season games, for that team, that spring or fall season. (We’re trying to prevent the use of ringers 
and want the guys who got you there, play....!)


